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Foreword

FOREWORD
It gives us immense pleasure to extend a warm welcome to all our
readers to the current issue of our Bi-annual Journal, the “M. S Ramaiah
Management Review”. It has been our constant endeavor to make the M.
S Ramaiah Management Review a standard refereed journal over time by
disseminating quality scholarly research in the field of business.
The current issue of the Journal contains articles from several key areas
of the management domains and features noteworthy contributions from
academia and industry.
We would like to thank all contributors for their dedication and tireless
effort to help bring this to fruition. We hope that the issue will add to the
existing body of knowledge in the respective areas. We look forward to
your suggestions and input on the issues discussed here and ideas for
future issues of the journal.

-Dr. Muralidharan .H
Dean, RIM
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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
Business schools in India are evolving at a rapid pace. However, if we
have to make meaningful contributions to business education, research
and practices, we must produce high quality management research that
cement teaching and learning processes. Research should be practical and
application oriented that facilitates an honest dialogue between academia
and industry.
The M. S Ramaiah Management Review seeks to encourage, welcome
research articles, case studies and papers on current challenges and
experiences of academia, the government and industry in the management
domain. The research can be theoretical or empirical but must focus on
actionable outcomes. The current issue of the M. S Ramaiah Management
Review covers a wide range of articles from academia and industry from
several key focus areas such as marketing, finance, operations and human
resources.
We take this opportunity to thank our Director, Chief Executive and our
Dean for their unending support and patronage of the journal. We thank all
contributors for their dedication, time and effort in their contributions to the
existing body of literature in their respective focus areas. We look forward
to critique, feedback and ideas for further discussion in upcoming issues.
- Prof. Kumuda P R
Prof. Rajveer S Rawlin
Editors
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The Extent Of Complementarity Of Re-Tailing On E-Tailing On Lenskart Sale
* Prof. Niharika Mishra, Assistant Professor
** Komal Kumari, Post graduate student

Abstract
With the help of e-tailing everyone can buy anything right from a pen to a car with-in a second.
The aim of this study is to find out that whether lenskart retail store sales is complementing
the e-tail store sales. Consumers are rational buyers, they are more satisfied with their
purchase, if they can experience the products, at the time of the purchase done and to fulfill
customers wish lenskart retail stores comes in reality. With the sudden surge in online
shopping, customers have adjusted to a great extent which is a real cause of concern for the
thousands of retailers as well as for lenskart retail store. In this study, an attempt has been
made to make lenskart retailers aware about the upcoming challenges that is expected to
loom over their business in the near future so that they can make appropriate arrangements
to face the same. This study is conducted with the help of primary and secondary data.
The secondary data has been collected from different sources like Internet, newspaper,
magazines etc. and primary data has been collected through questionnaire method. The
results of this study show that there are problems experienced by lenskart store dealers.
It was found that appearance of the store, merchandise display, store atmosphere, instore
service and accessibility are the major cause of discomfort. Therefore, it is recommended
that lenskart retail store dealers should consider the importance of these factors and see to
it that necessary strategies are implemented to serve customers better and to increase the
lenskart sales.
Key words: Complementarity, e-tailing, Retailing, Rational buyers, Merchandise

INTRODUCTION

product that delivers micro-precision glasses with
0.00-degree power error.

Lenskart is the fastest growing eyewear business
today in India, has a mission to give vision at an
affordable price to every Indian. They are looking for
entrepreneurs to partner with them to revolutionize
eyewear in India.

Retailers are seeking to expand operations into
different channels and one of the most critical factor
in growing and enhancing business operations
is establishing a comprehensive technology
framework that supports these developments.

With rapid growth of the Internet and globalization of
market, the retail sector has become an increasingly
competitive and dynamic business environment.
Business and marketing activities are affected by
the invent of Internet technologies and the Internet
is revolutionizing commerce, marketing, retailing,
shopping and advertising activities of products and
services.

E-store is the Internet version of stores that set up
electronic store fronts on the Internet. It provides
all kinds of products and renders service to the
e-customer at the click of a mouse button and makes
money by selling products directly to e-customers.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1.Barry Berman, Joel Evans R., (2007) Retail
Management a Strategic Approach, gave an
overview on the impact of retailing on the economy
stating that retailing is a major part of U.S. and
world commerce. According to them retail sales

Lenskart is one of the only online shopping portals
for eyewear and occupies number one position. It
offers more than 10,000 different styles of eyewear
to fit all pocket sizes. It is the only company in India
which makes use of ‘robotic technique’ to make the
5
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and employment are vital economic contributors
and retail trends often mirror trends in a nation ‘s
overall economy. Telephone and mail-order sales
by non-store retailers, vending machines, direct
selling, and Web generate hundreds of billions
of dollars in addition to yearly revenues, and
apart from this the other services like personal
consumption expenditures on financial, medical,
legal, educational etc. account for another several
hundred billion dollars in annual retail revenues.
2. Another study done by Michael Levy and Barton
Weitz (2008) in the book Retailing Management,
discuss different facets of retailing strategies as
they have tried to find out the reasons of growth
of modern retailing, different retail format, and
multichannel retailing as a method of operating in a
competitive market.
3. Another study done by Siu and Cheung, (2001)
states that the physical appearance of a store has
the greatest impact on the overall service quality,
higher customer retention and higher future
consumption, respectively. However, there are six
major dimensions that should be considered when
determining a good store appearance, namely:
Personal interaction, policy, physical appearance,
premises, problem solving and the convenience of a
store. The findings reveal that the impact of physical
appearance and convenience are the most basic
marketing tools for retailers to create competitive
advantages and to enhance customers shopping
experience.
4. Another study done by Thang and Tan (2003)
states that attributes of store image and appearance
affect consumers preference for the stores.
The spurs that relate to store attributes include
merchandising, store atmosphere, in-store service,
accessibility, reputation, promotion, facilities and
post-transaction service. Consumers preference
is based on their post-visit ranking of the stores.
To some extent, consumers visit to retail stores
often takes the form of a recreational activity
whose merit is strengthened by the level of service
provision within the store. Hence, the quality of instore services is likely to have a strong impact on
consumers purchasing behaviour and, if not liked or
incompatible with the values or the beliefs sought by
the target consumers, might constrain attraction.

6

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
As customers have adjusted to great extent to online
shopping, it is a real cause of concern for retailers as
well as for lenskart retail store. The study is going to
focus on the extent of complementarity of re-tailing
on e-tailing on the lenskart sale. An attempt has
been made to make the lenskart retailers aware of
the upcoming challenges that is expected to loom
over their business in the near future so that they
can make appropriate arrangements to face the
same.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1.

To measure the impact of the complementarity
of retailing on e-tailing with respect to
lenskart.

2.

To identify the factors responsible
complementarity of retailing on e-tailing.

3.

To determine the sales of the lenskart products
with complementarity of retailing on e- tailing.

for

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This study is very much relevant to present times as
this will make awareness about the complementarity
of retail stores on e-tail stores. This study will also
be useful to stores to understand to what extent the
retailing will complement e-tailing specially with
respect to lenskart.
RESEARCH GAP
Previous studies done on retailing and e-tailing
concentrate only on the buying behavior and the
factors influencing the sales. This study wants to
unravel the real scenario and also look into the
complementarity of the retailing on e-tailing with
respect to lenskart. This study is very much relevant
to present times as this will make awareness about
lenskart retail stores and its impact upon lenskart
sales. In this study, an attempt has been made to
see that lenskart retailers become aware of the
upcoming challenges that is expected to loom over
their business in the near future so that they can
make appropriate arrangements to face the same
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Descriptive research- Descriptive statistics has
been used to describe the basic features of the data
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Statistical tools- The data from the questionnaires
was mainly categorical in nature. Therefore, Chisquare technique was used to analyze the data and
to test the statistical significance of the observed
association in a cross tabulation. It assists in
determining whether a systematic association
exists between two variables.

in the study. They provide simple summaries about
the sample and the measures, together with simple
graphics analysis.
SOURCES OF DATA
This study has been based on primary and
secondary data. Primary data has been collected
through structured questionnaire and secondary
data is from various journals and research papers

HYPOTHESIS
H0: There is no significant impact on the sales of
lenskart’s product with the introduction of retailing.

SAMPLING FRAME
Sample respondent group: Lenskart stores sellers
Sample size: 50

H1: There is significant impact on the sales of
lenskart’s product with the introduction of

Sampling technique: Convenience sampling

Retailing

PLAN OF ANALYSIS

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Data collection tool- The data were collected
through self-administered questionnaires. A
closed-ended, open ended questions and Likert
scale were used, in which a number of alternative
choices were provided to respondents, to collect
primary data.

Objective 1: To measure the impact of the
complementarity of retailing on e-tailing with
respect to lens kart.

Strong advantage
Slight advantage
About the same
Total

Frequency
10
23
17
50

The lens kart retail stores offering product
advantages through offline selling situations as
compared to online sales.

Percent
20
46
34
100

7

ValidPercent
20
46
34
100

CumulativePercent
20
66
100
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Interpretation:
From the table, we can see that 46% of respondents
said that they offer slight advantage in offline store
and 34% said they offer about the same level of
product advantage in the store and about 20% of
the respondents said they offer strong product
advantage for their customers as compared to
online portal.
Inference:
The research shows that majority of the respondents
said that they offered slightly more product

Strong agree
Agree
Undecided
Total

Frequency
23
17
10
50

Percent
46
34
20
100

8

advantage and same level of advantage in the
retail stores as compared to the online store. They
believe that the offline store is more advantageous
due to its tangibility feature and because of direct
customer contact.
Objective 2: To identify the factors responsible for
complementarity of retailing on e- tailing.
Some of the retailing factors that have an influence
on the sales of the lens kart’s
products in its retail outlets

ValidPercent
46
34
20
100

CumulativePercent
46
80
100
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Interpretation:

products. The sellers are giving special importance
in maintaining their store merchandise display and
assortment and they keep on updating the strategies
for delivering better services and facilities in order
to build good customer relationship.

From the table, we can see that 46% of the
respondents said they strongly agree and 34% of
respondents said they agree that the factors like
merchandising, pricing, promotion and inventory
management influence the sale and about 20% of
respondents have no idea whether these factors
are influencing the sale ornot.

Objective 3: To determine the sales of
the lens kart products with complementarity of
retailing on e-tailing.

Inference:There search shows that majority of
the respondents agree that the factors are having
favourable impact on the sales of the lenskart

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
4
46
50

Finding whether there is fluctuation in the average
turnover in the lens kart business with the
introduction of retailing.

Percent
8
92
100

9

ValidPercent
8
92
100

CumulativePercent
8
100
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Interpretation:

Only 8% of the respondents said that there is a
decrease in the turnover, there as on is lack of
From the table, we can see that 92% of there facilities provided to the customers as well as
spondents said that there has not been any the location of the few stores is not convenient
decrease in the average turnover in the lenskart to the customers.
business with the introduction no fretailing,
whereas 8% said that there is decrease in the HYPOTHESIS TESTING
average turnover.
H0:There is no significant impact on the sale
Inference:There search shows that majority of so flenskart’s products with the introduction of
there spondents said that there is no decrease retailing.
in the turnover of the business, this means that
the lenskart outlets are running in profit and is H1:There is significant impact on the sales of
expected to earn huge profit in the year ahead. lenskart’s products with the introduction of
retailing.
Processing Summary
TableCase
CaseProcessing
Table
Summary
Cases
Valid
Overall, how confident
are youth at retail store
will gain additional
market share in the
coming year *To what
extent the following
factors has an impacton
the sale of lenskart
products: Handling there
turns, Delivering of the
products, Customer
service, convenience

Total

Missing

N

Percent

N

Percent

N

Percent

50

100.%

0

0.0%

50

100.0%

Overall, how confident are youth at retail store will
gain additional market share in the coming year* To
what extent the following factors has an impact on

the sale of lenskart products: Handling the returns,
Delivering of the products, Customer service,
convenience Cross tabulation.

To what extent the following factors has
an impact on the sale of lenskart
products: Handling there turns,
Delivering of the products, Customer
service, convenience
greatextent
12

Overall, how confident are very confident
You that retails to rewillg ai
confident additional market
share in the some what
confident Coming year
Total

10

goodextent moderateext
15 ent
3

Total
30

17

1

0

18

0
29

2
18

0
3

2
50
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Value
PearsonChi-Square
LikelihoodRatio
Linear-byLinearAssociation
NofValid Cases

17.50
a
120.92
95.02
3 50

lenskart’s products with the introduction of
retail outlets

Asymptotic
Significance
(2-sided)

df
4
4
1

•

.002
.000
.025

CONCLUSION:
In this study, the extent of complementarity of retailing on e-tailing on the lens kart sale is studied.
An attempt has been made so that lenskart retailers
are aware of the upcoming changes that is expected
to loom over their business in the near future. The
results of this study show there are problems
experienced with lens kart store dealers. It is found
that appearance of the store, merchandise display,
store atmosphere, instore service and accessibility
are the major causes of this discomfort. Therefore, it
is recommended that lenskart retail dealers should
consider the importance of these factors and see
to it that necessary strategies are implemented to
serve customers better and to increase the lenskart
sales.

a. 5 cells (55.6%) have expected countless than
5.The minimum expected countis.12.
Interpretation:
The chi-square value is 0.02, which is less than
0.05, therefore null hypothesis is rejected and the
alternative hypothesis is accepted.
Inference:
Since, the calculated P value is less than 0.05,
there is strong evidence against null hypothesis.
Therefore, we accept the alternative hypothesis
and reject the null hypothesis.

In India online shopping is still not a preferred
way of shopping because customers face problem
regarding fraud, privacy, hidden charges, on time
delivery etc. Companies should promote retail
stores and try to educate their customers about
offline shopping facilities of the lenskart, so that
those who are aware about this, should experience
it at least once and those who do not know they will
at least think about giving a try.

Hence, there is significant impact on the sales of
lens kart’s product with the introduction of retailing
and lenskart retailing is complementing the lens
kart e-tailing as there is increase in sales.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
•

Lenskart retail store is complementing the
sales over lenskarte-tail stores

•

These llers of the lenskarts to re are confident
that there tail store willga in additional market
share

•

The factors like merchandising, pricing,
promotional activity, inventory management
has an impact on the sales of the lenskart’s
productin its offline stores

•

There is need to find out, what type of problems
customers are facing while using online and offline
shopping facilities provided by the lenskart and to
solve their problems so that customers will find it
easy to shop.
This study will have an impact on the lenskart sales
and its service quality which will assist store dealers
to increase customer satisfaction in the stores.

Retailing factors like handling there turns,
delivery of the products, customer service and
convenience play sacrucial role to increase the
sales

•

There has been an increase in the business
turnover rof lenskart with the introduction of
retailing

•

There has been an increase in the sales of

The level of expert is eoffered by the offline
stores is intermediate eascompared to onlin
eportal

SUGGESTIONS:
•

11

The consumers are more comfortable
purchasing online with its convenience
facilities and product range, which becomes
relatively more important as a deciding factor
for shopping online so when it comes to
retailing, these things should be considered
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and accordingly business plan and strategy
should be implemented for offline stores.
•

Assisting staff about merchandise display are
the most important factors that lenskart stores
need to improve upon by hiring employees that
are more skilled or by training their existing
employees.

•

Store personnel need not only be efficient but
alsoeffective.

•

If any complaints are registered by the
customer then it should be solved within time
and companies should try to find out quick
ways of solving the complaints. It will help the
company to win the faith of customers.

•

Retailers need to understand the location
within which the store operates and
provide best service levels, pricing policies,
merchandise assortment, store environment

and store image.
•

Retailers should have the retail strategy in
place; targeting an ideal customer, knowing
what products they are buying and what forms
of advertising will be most effective in reaching
this important target group.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1. The research is confined to a small sample
size and to a few locations in certain parts of
Bangalore.
2. Lack of prior research studies on the topic
3. There was unwillingness in the retailers to give
their valuable time to fill up the questionnaire.
4. The sample selection was convenience based,
this might not be the exact representation of
the population.
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Application of CANSLIM Strategy to Private Sector Banks in India
* Prof. Rajveer S Rawlin, Associate Professor, ABBS
** Dr. Ramaswamy Shanmugham, Academician and Consultant
*** Mr. Venkata Ravi Kiran, Graduate Student ABBS

Abstract
IFundamental analysisis a stock valuation methodology that uses financialandeconomic
analysisto envisage the movement of stock prices. CAN SLIM is a growth stock investment
strategy formulated by William O Neal from the study of the 500 best performing stock
market winners dating back to 1953 in the book how to Make Money in Stocks. This study
seeks to apply CANSLIM methodology to the private banking space in India and rank all
private banks in India based on CANSLIM methodology. The main purpose of study is to
comparatively analyze the performance of different private banks using CANSLIM analysis
in order to identify the best security in the private banking industry and determine the returns
of banks chosen by the CANSLIM methodology in relation to the market and other peers. The
data collected includes the financial statements, shareholding, and volume of the shares
traded by the private banks in India for one year. The data collected has been processed
through the CANSLIM model and the results have been analyzed.
Key words:Fundamental analysis, CANSLIM methodology, Private banks
INTRODUCTION:
Investment comes with the risk of the loss
of the principal sum. The investment that has not
been thoroughly analyzed can be highly risky with
respect to the investment owner because the
possibility of losing money is not within the owner’s
control. Fundamental analysisis a stock valuation
methodology that uses financialandeconomic
analysisto envisage the movement of stock prices.
The fundamental data that is analyzed could
include a company’s financial reports and nonfinancial information such as estimates of its
growth, demand for products sold by the company,
industry comparisons, economy-wide changes,
changes in government policies etc. The outcome
of fundamental analysis is a value (or a range
of values) of the stock of the company called
its ‘intrinsic value’ (often called ‘price target’ in
fundamental analysts’ parlance).
To a fundamental investor, the market price
of a stock tends to revert towards its intrinsic
value. If the intrinsic value of a stock is above the
current market price, the investor would purchase
the stock because he believes that the stock price
would rise and move towards its intrinsic value. If
the intrinsic value of a stock is below the market
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price, the investor would sell the stock because
he believes that the stock price is going to fall and
come closer to its intrinsic value. CANSLIM analysis
developed by William O Neal is an important subset
of fundamental analysis but also keeps the overall
market direction in mind.
2. Review of Literature
A number of studies have been done to
define, to analyze and to know the factors behind
fundamental analysis of which CANSLIM is a
subset. In this study, researcher attempts to
present a review of literature available in the area
of fundamental analysis of listed companies in the
stock market. A brief review of the studies done
by different researchers and the reports given by
various groups/committees from time to time was
made. Some of the notable studies in this field are
as follows:
Pratima
Jain,
PeeyushBangur,
and
KapilSharma(2011) interpreted CANSLIM as a
growth stock investment strategy which involves
implementation of both technical analysis and
fundamental analysis. It is also an approach which
helps the investor to select the best stocks among
others to book profits. There are so many stocks
in the market in which one can invest one’s money;
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the decisionto invest and select a particular stock is
a crucial task.

nonprofessional investors. Both groups of investors
use fundamental tools more frequently than
technical ones when they make buy/sell decisions.

CANSLIM is the approach which helpsthe
investor to select the best stocks among others to
book profits. But this is only a type offundamental
analysis and may not workall the time. The main
reason being that it is based on the company’s past
track record. By keeping other things same, viz., the
investor’s financial condition, the investment goal
of the investor and time horizon, the investor can
choose fundamental analysis.

This result may indicate a relatively long
investment horizon suitable to fundamental analysis
relatively to short-run investment preferences in
which technical analysis is needed. They found that
non-professional investors use more fundamental
tools such as analysts’ recommendations when
they buy stocks and more technical tools such as
“support and resistance lines” when they sell stocks.
Such difference in buying and selling behavior
between has not been found for the professional
investors group.

Venkates CK, Dr.MadhuTyagi, Dr.Ganesh(2012)
observed that all individual accounting signals have
a positive correlation with future stock returns and
for most of the signals, correlation is significant at
1% and 5% significance levels. This necessitates
identifying those individual signals contributing
in defining successful fundamental strategies.
The positive correlation between aggregate
fundamental signals and high score firms identifies
it as a winner portfolio.

Moreover, their study indicates that investors
use financial statements and support and
resistance lines together as primary tools of their
behavior. This result breaks a common hypothesis
arguing that fundamental and technical tools do
not mix. Future studies can split circumstances to
bear and bull markets and add other technical and
fundamental tools to their sample.

Abarbanell, Jeffery S; Bushee, Brian J(1997)
observed that predicting accounting earnings, as
opposed to explaining security returns, should be
the central task of fundamental analysis. Studying
the links between fundamental signals and future
earnings changes allows the validity of the economic
intuition that underlies the original construction of
the signals to be tested directly.

Thomas oberlechner, vinnna(2001) made a
survey and presents findings of a questionnaire and
an interview survey on the perceived importance
of technical and fundamental analysis among
foreign exchange traders and financial journalists
in frankfurt, London, Vienna, zurich. Results confirm
that most traders use both forecasting approaches
and that the shorter the forecasting horizon, the
more important technical analysis is.

The results support the validity of much
of the economic intuition that has been used to
link current accounting information to earnings
changes. Similarly, it is found that analysts’
revisions of earnings forecasts are associated with
many, but not all, of the signals that predict future
earnings. Tests based on contemporaneous security
returns reveal that the fundamental signals convey
value-relevant information orthogonal to forecast
revisions.

Financial journalists put more emphasis on
fundamental analysis than do foreign exchange
traders. Results indicate that the importance of
chartism may have increased over the last decade.
Regarding the use of technical and fundamental
analysis on seven forecasting horizons, four distinct
clusters of traders can be identified. Forecasting
styles and the overall importance attached to
fundamental versus technical analysis vary across
different trading locations. Foreign exchange
traders mention a series of psychological motives
and consequences of the use chartism.

Gil Cohen1, Andrey Kudryavtsev and Shlomit
Hon-Snir(2011) observed that they did not find
significant differences between professional
and nonprofessional investors in terms of how
frequently they use fundamental and technical
investment tools. It might be the case that
professional investors use a more sophisticated non
conventional set of tools that are not available to

Venkatesh.C.K. and MadhuTyagi(2011) made a
survey in September, October and November 2010
on the use of Fundamental and Technical analysis
by brokers/fund managers in Indian stockmarketto
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form their forecasts of share price movements.
The findings of the research reveal that more
than 85percent of the respondents rely upon both
Fundamental and Technical analysis for predicting
future price movements at different time horizons.
3. Research Methodology

3.7 Sample Description
According to 2014 totally there are 19 Private
sector banks, out of them only 15 banks were listed
in the stock exchange. For analysis part 15 banks
were considered.

3.1 Statement of the Problem
•

CANSLIM analysis is powerful fundamental
analysis tools that will help investors pick
winners in the stock market. This study seeks
to apply CANSLIM methodology to the private
banking space in India.

•

To rank all private banks in India based on
CANSLIM methodology over a 3 year period
from 2010 to 2013.

Sl No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3.2 Scope of the Study
Identifying winners in the private banking
sector space using CANSLIM methodologyover a 3
year period from 2010 to 2013.
3.3 Objectives of the Study
•

•

To understand the CANSLIM methodology of
stock picking and apply it to the private banking
space in India.
To comparatively analyze the performance
of different private banks using CANSLIM
analysis inorder to identify the best bank in the
sector.

3.4 Methodology
The data collected includes the financial
statements, shareholding, and volume of the shares
traded by the private banks in India for one year.
The data collected has been processed through the
CANSLIM model and the results were analyzed.
3.5 Secondary Data
Secondary data has been collected from
various websites, bank manuals, and news papers.
3.6 Sample Period

3.8 Collection of Data
The data used in this study is secondary in
nature. The past data of companies are collected
from the websites of NSE, MoneycontroL,
Google,and Yahoo Finance. The date was collected
from 1-4-2011 to 31-3-2013. For the past 3 years
EPS, volume traded, closing price of the share,
bank nifty value, nifty index value and institutional
sponsorship were taken.
4. Analysis, Discussion and Results
CAN SLIM is a growth stock investment
strategy formulated from the study of the 500 best
performing stock market winners dating back to
1953 in the book how to Make Money in Stocks.
The seven parts of the mnemonic are as follows:
•

The sample period of the study is from 1-42010 to 31-03-2013.
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Table 1: List of Banks
Bank Name
Axis bank
City union bank
Development credit bank
Dhanalakshmi bank
Federal bank
Hdfc
Icici
Indusind bank
Ingvysya
Karnataka bank
Karurvysya bank
Kotak Mahindra
Lakshmi vilas bank
South Indian bank
Yes bank

C stands for Current earnings. Per share,
current earnings should be up to 25%.
Additionally, if earnings are accelerating in
recent quarters, this is a positive prognostic
sign.
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•

A stands for Annual earnings, which should
be up 25% or more in each of the last three
years. Annual returns on equity should be 17%
or more

•

N stands for New product or service, which
refers to the idea that a company should
have a new basic idea that fuels the earnings
growth seen in the first two parts of the
mnemonic. This product is what allows the
stock to emerge from a proper chart pattern of
its past earnings to allow it to continue to grow
and achieve a new high for pricing. A notable
example of this is Apple Computer’s iPod.

•

S stands for Supply and demand. An index of
a stock’s demand can be seen by the trading
volume of the stock, particularly during price
increases.

•

L stands for Leader or laggard? O’Neil suggests
buying “the leading stock in a leading industry”.

This somewhat qualitative measurement can
be more objectively measured by the Relative
Price Strength Rating (RPSR) of the stock, an
index designed to measure the price of stock
over the past 12 months in comparison to the
rest of the market based on the S&P 500 or
the TSE 300 over a set period of time.
•

I stands for Institutional sponsorship, which
refers to the ownership of the stock by mutual
funds, particularly in recent quarters. A
quantitative measure here is the Accumulation/
Distribution Rating, which is a gauge of mutual
fund activity in a particular stock.

•

M stands for Market indexes, particularly the
Dow Jones, S&P 500, and NASDAQ. During
the time of investment, O’Neil prefers investing
during times of definite up trends of these
three indices, as three out of four stocks tend
to follow the general market pattern.

Table 2: Average of Ranks
S
6

L
7

I
3

M
7

Avg
6

Overall
Rank
5

10

11

3

12

3

8.333333

10

1
15
12
4
7
6
5
13
10
2
14
9

1
15
14
13
5
3
7
9
11
4
12
6

2
10
12
5
1
8
15
4
14
9
13
7

6
14
4
15
8
1
2
10
12
13
11
9

13
11
2
7
1
5
8
14
9
10
15
6

6
14
4
15
8
1
2
10
12
13
11
9

4.833333
12.42857
8.142857
8.571429
4.571429
4.428571
6.428571
10
11.33333
7.857143
12.28571
7.666667

4
15
9
11
3
2
6
12
13
8
14
7

3

2

3

5

4

5

3.857143

1

Bank Name
Axis bank

C
8

A
8

City union bank
Development credit
bank
Dhanalakshmi bank
Federal bank
Hdfc
Icici
Indusind bank
Ingvysya
Karnataka bank
Karurvysya bank
Kotakmahindra
Lakshmi vilas bank
South indian bank

11

Yes bank

N
3

8
9
1
2
7
6

4
10
5
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Graph 1: Overall CANSLIM Rank

5. Findings, Suggestions and Conclusion
5.1 Findings
Development credit bank, KotakMahindra
and Yes bank were the top 3 banks in current
earnings per share growth (C). Development
credit bank, Yes bank and Indusind bank were
the top 3 banks in annual earnings per share
growth (A).In terms of newness (N) in their
product line HDFC, ICICI and Axis bank proved
to be the top 3 banks. In terms of supply of the
outstanding shares (S) the top 3 banks were
ICICI, Development credit bank and Yes bank. In
terms of market leadership (L) Indusind bank,
IngVysya bank and City union bank rounded
the top 3. In terms of institutional ownership
(I) the top 3 banks were ICICI, Federal bank and
Axis bank. In terms of market outperformance
(M) Indusind bank, IngVysya bank and City
union bank were the top 3 banks. Overall the
top 5 banks were Yes bank, Indusind bank,
ICICI bank, Development credit bank and Axis
bank.
5.2 Suggestions
CANSLIM involves a rigorous stock selection
methodology. While most companies don’t
meet the CANSLIM criteria, a ranking
methodology based on CANSLIM can help
assess relative performance within a sector.
Here we choose the private banking space.
The top 5 banks Yes bank, Indusind bank,
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ICICI bank, Development credit bank and Axis
bank rank well ahead of their counterparts in
terms of CANSLIM and are recommended for
investment..
5.3 Conclusion
It is very difficult to identify companies that
fulfill all requirements of the CANSLIM
approach. However a ranking methodology
based on CANSLIM analysis can still identify
companies that perform well in the stock
market. The top 5 banks were Yes bank,
Indusind bank, ICICI bank, Development credit
bank and Axis bank. These banks can be
recommended for investment as they have the
potential to outperform the broader market.
6. Limitations of the Study
•
The study is conducted only over a 3 year
period.
•
CANSLIM analysis does not take into
consideration future uncertainties of the
market.
•
CANSLIM is subject to statistical error in some
cases.
•
The stocks finally chosen for long term
investment are recommended only under the
criteria of CANSLIM analysis.
•
Current Quarterly Analysis and Annual
Analysis selection criteria are subjective in
nature.
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Abstract
The research focussed mainly on the profitability and endorsement of public towards the
private sector banks. Earlier, investors were interested only in the public sector inspite of lot
of encouragement and inducements from private sector. Later on, these banks were able
to win the confidence of public (investors) and achieve in getting more profits and win over
public sector banks. State Bank of India, Central Bank of India, Bank of India, Indian Bank,
IDBI Bank, Dena Bank, Bank of Baroda, Corporation Bank, Allahabad Bank, Punjab National
Bank were in the public sector Banks front and in the private sector, ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank
, Axis Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank , IndusInd Bank, Yes Bank, Jammu and Kashmir Bank,
South Indian Bank, DCB Bank, ING Vysya Bank.
In this direction, hypothesis was tested using ANOVA and performance and efficiency of the
Banks was tested. Ratio analysis was employed to determine the profitability of the selected
Banks. Operational &financial ratios, ROE, ROCE, Operating margin, Gross Profit margin and
Net Profit margin were employed as major ratios.
Key words: Profitability, Return on capital employed, Return on Equity.
1.

Introduction

There is a tough competition in the private
sector and public sector Banks. Most of the
investors prefer public sector banks due to the
safety of deposits, stability of returns by means of
the consistent interest rate. Only in the recent past,
private sector banks also are giving more returns
and more schemes for the investors like good and
attractive interest rates, personal loans, investment
in mutual funds etc. This was the drastic change
and shift in the Indian Banking Industry right from
inception. Profitability plays a pivotal role that
determines the operational efficiency of the Banks.
Banks should try to mitigate the possible losses
that might occur and increase the profitability.
2.

Statement of the Problem

It is very important to analyse the role of
operational efficiency, the margin of gross profit and
net profit of the various public sector and private
sector Banks. The Banks in both the sectors are
striving to increase the attention and confidence
of investors. In this context, one cannot deny that
the investors who neglected the private sector
Banks earlier are now placing lot of prominence
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by realising the profitability of these private
sector Banks. The private sector Banks have been
influencing the investors by means of facilitating
the clients by means of opening Bank accounts,
providing various facilities that are not provided by
the public sector Banks.
3.

Review of Literature

In a research paper entitled as “Performance
of Public sector Banks and Private sector Banks”
by Jha and Sarangi, the authors analysed seven
Banks in both the sectors. They employed the
ratios like operating efficiency ratio, financial ratio
and operating performance ratio. It was found that
private Banks were better in performance and
efficiency followed by public sector Banks.
In another research entitled as “Assessment
of Financial Performance of Nationalised Banks”
by Dangwal and Kapoor, evaluation was done by
means of growth index parameters by overall
profitability indices. They found out that, four banks
had performed excellently; while five banks had
better performance with good performance and
remaining six had a very poor performance.
The Research papers ensured the fast growth
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and achievement of private sector Banks and public
sector Banks also.
4.

Return on Capital Employed

Scope of the Study

The study was mainly conducted to ascertain
the profitability of the selected Private Sector Banks
and Public Sector Banks in Jan/Feb.2015.
5.

Objectives of the Study



To analyse the profitability of the Banks.



To compare the profitability of the Banks in
terms of efficiency factors.

6.

Research Methodology

The data was collected through the secondary
source of data like the websites of the Banks,
published financial statements of the Banks. The
results of financial ratios were subject to ANOVA
test. The financial data for the past 5 years was
considered for the study.
7.

Findings of the Study
Return on Equity Ratio:



Highest in Yes Bank.



Lowest in DCB Bank.



Moderate in other Banks

Yes Bank ranked least.



Indus Bank was in the top place.



Bank of Baroda was in the last place.



Private Sector Banks had higher ROCE’s over
Public Sector Banks.

8.

Suggestions



Public sector Banks have to reduce costs and
try to achieve good return on equity.



Public sector Banks are more enthusiastic
in opening more branches rather than
collaborating with the Banks in the rural sector.



Improvement of branch operations by means
of latest technology is the need of the hour.

9.

Conclusion
After 1991, India witnessed major economic
reforms like Liberalisation, Globalisation and
Privatisation. It facilitated Banks to shine
in the performance and adapting the highly
innovative technology. This has attracted the
client circle. The Public sector Banks have to
think seriously in ensuring the service quality
in par with the Private sector Banks.

Interest Spread Ratio:


Kotak Mahindra Bank ranked first.
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Determinants affecting the choice of Mobile Operating System among
Smartphone Users: A Comparative study of Android vs. iOS in Bangalore
* Prof. Rema V., Assistant Professor, MSRIM
**Mr. M. KirthiVasan, B.Tech ,PGDM ,MSRIM

Abstract
A mobile Operating System (OS) is responsible for identifying and defining mobile device
features and functions, including keypads, application synchronization, touch screen,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS mobile navigation, camera, video camera, speech recognition features,
to name a few. Today a mobile operating system defines the choice of the mobile phone for a
customer. Mobile users today are living in a highly developed and technologically advanced
society with a great deal of choices to decide from. Operating systems have been competing
with one another offering a wide range of features. Research studies reveal that among smart
phone users, Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS are highly preferred. This paper attempts to
study the key factors driving customer choice of OS among users of Android and iOS and
also understand the role of demographics leading to this choice. Analysis reveals that age
group and number of applications available in the app store are significant in determining
the choice of OS.
Keywords
Android, Customer preference, iOS, Mobile Operating system, Smartphone users.
INTRODUCTION:
Continuous development of new technologies
and interfaces has led to the growth of mobile
industries. Mobile users have shifted from their basic
phones to smart phone technology. Manufacturers
are tapping this potential market today. It is seen
that companies are developing operating systems
keeping in mind the targeted customers, with an
aim to provide competitive and unique features and
user interfaces for customers.
2. Literature review
Pandey and Nakra (2014) studied customer
preference towards various mobile Operating
System (OS) by conducting a quantitative study on
300 respondents in Ludhiana region. Data analyzed
with descriptive statistics, Chi-Square, Friedman test
and Kendall’s W-test revealed that Android and iOS
were among the preferred OS, while Samsung was
the most preferred brand selected for an Android
platform. Price, screen size and RAM size were key
attributes customers looked for while choosing the
smart phone brand. Jindal and Jain (2012) in their
comparative study on mobile OS analyzed different
features and advantages of mobile OS including
Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android and Nokia’s Symbian
22

OS. The study showed that Symbian had become
almost non-existent; Android, being an open source
OS continued to have addition of dynamic ideas and
iOS had still been able to conserve its market share
due to its exclusive features. Joseph and Kurian
(2013) examined secondary data market trends on
mobile operating systems to help customers identify
the right mobile based on mobile OS capability
and user requirements. The authors concluded
that users have some priority features such as
user friendliness, security, multiple capabilities
and entertainment while choosing the operating
system. A comparative study was conducted by
Lixandroiu and Maican (2014) on the similarity
between Android and iOS. The authors concluded
that the two OS were similar in terms of functionality
using the Jaccard similarity coefficient analysis.
However, there were specific features associated
with each of the OS. Android could operate on large
number of devices with high customizing possibility
and installation of apps from many sources. iOS
has many applications available for both phones
and tablets, but has limited user customization
options and availability of apps. Sharma and Kaur
(2015) compared smartphone based operating
system such as Android, iOS, Blackberry, Symbian,
Windows phone, webOS, Ubuntu and Firefox
M S Ramaiah Management Review Vol 6 issue 2 July -Dec 2015
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The main purpose of descriptive research is
to describe characteristics of a population or
a phenomenon under study (Zikmund, 2000).
A structured questionnaire was administered
to 100 Smartphone users, 50 who used
Android OS and 50 who used iOS. Convenience
sampling was used. A detailed analysis was
carried out using MS EXCEL and SPSS and key
findings are presented as graphs. Hypotheses
sets are tested using Chi-square test.

based on different parameters such as OS family,
Environment and market share. Their study showed
that Android and Windows Phone were popular and
preferred by users. Nevertheless, Android being
an open source operating system allows users to
install third party applications from any source.
The authors pointed out the underlying security
and privacy intrusions associated with the use of
Android mobile OS.
3. Statement of the problem

7.

The competition in the smartphone market
has become intense for different operating systems
such as Android, iPhone OS (iOS), Windows,
Blackberry etc. Operating systems are being
developed with better and smarter features to
cater to customer requirements. Past research
throws light on the increasing popularity of Google’s
Android and Apple’s iOS. Users’ choice of mobile
OS depends on various factors like price, security,
number of applications provided etc. This study
makes a comparative analysis of user preference
for Android and iOS by analyzing key factors
affecting the choice of OS.
4.

Objectives

•

To compare user preference for Android and
iOS based on select factors (user interface,
availability of apps in the application
store, system security and level of battery
consumption)

•

Table 1 presents analysis of respondents’
demographic profile.
Table1: Demographic profile
Sl.No. Demographic
profile

Hypothesis

•

H0: User preference for mobile OS is
independent of ‘availability of apps’ in the
application store.

18-27
28-37
38-47
48 and above

Android Users

iOS Users

62
22
08
08

28
32
22
18

MONTHLY INCOME (in Rs.)
Less than
56
15000
15001-25000
18
25001-35000
08
35001-45000
10
>45000
08

40
06
12
34
08

Fig.1: Brand of Smartphone used with Android OS
User’s choice of smartphone brand with
Android mobile OS is Samsung.
It is seen that users of Android download apps
more frequently compared to users of iOS. The
reason may be attributed to freely available
download able apps in Android than iOS.

H1: User preference for mobile OS is dependent
on ‘availability of apps’ in the app store.
•

Percentage

AGE

To ascertain the choice of mobile operating
system among Smartphone users of different
age groups.

5.

Data analysis

H0: User preference for mobile OS is same
among different age groups
H1: User preference for mobile OS differs
among different age groups.

6.

Methodology

This study adopts a descriptive research design.
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Fig. 2.1: User interface

Fig. 2.2: Availability of applications on app store
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Fig. 2.3: Security

Fig. 2.4: Level of battery consumption

Users of Android OS are more satisfied (48%)
that users of iOS (36%) with respect to the user
interface. Majority of the respondents (90%) are
satisfied with the availability of apps in the app
store of Android, while the satisfaction is very low
(42%) among those using iOS. It is seen that 96% of

iOS users are extremely satisfied with the security
aspect and only 56% of Android users are satisfied
in this regard. With regard to battery consumption,
iOS users exhibit higher satisfaction (84%) than
users of Android (76%).

7.1 Testing of hypotheses
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Chi-Square Tests

Value

df

Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

151.737a
130.068

9
9

.003
.004

72.775

1

.035

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

100

25

Value

df

134.144 a
125.297

9
9

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)
.002
.001

65.289

1

.022

100
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Users: A Comparative study of Android vs. iOS in Bangalore

Table 2.1: Availability of apps

•

Age is a significant factor in determining the
choice for mobile OS.

Table 2.2: Mobile OSpreference among users of
different age groups

9. Conclusions

Chi-square test for association is used to determine
if user preference for OS is independent of
‘availability of apps’ in the application store (Table
2.1). p-value here is 0.003. Chi-square test is also
used to analyze if user preference for mobile OS
is same among different age groups (Table 2.2).
p-value obtained here is 0.002. Since p-value is less
than the level of significance (a=0.05) in both cases,
we reject the null hypotheses. Hence it is concluded
that user preference is dependent on availability of
apps in the application store and ‘age’ is significant
in determining the choice for mobile OS.

Android is a very popular mobile operating system
among Smartphone users as it is available on several
mobile devices created by different manufacturers.
iOS is an exclusive mobile operating system that
works on devices created by Apple. Android is
preferred by users due to its high customization
features, user interface and availability of large
number of freely available apps. Although different
mobile OS have increased security updates, users
believe that iOS devices are well known for their
security features since it is Apple which controls
the entire device ecosystem.

8. Findings

10.

•

Users choice of smartphone brand with
Android OS is Samsung

•

•

Frequency of downloading apps from app
store is higher among users of Android than
that of iOS due to more availability of free
downloadable applications.

Security enhancements are an important
aspect recommended for newer versions of
Android.

•

•

Android OS is rated better among users with
respect to user interface and availability of
apps

Apps, hardware, and OS processes are
responsible for draining battery at different
rates. Hence these aspects must be looked
into to improve battery life for Android devices.

•

•

iOS is rated higher than Android with respect
to security and battery consumption features.

The percentage of free apps available on
the Apple store may be increased to cater to
customer requirements.

•

•

User preference for mobile OS is dependent on
availability of apps in the application store.

Development of widget support for iOS is
suggested to augment user experience with
respect to its interface.
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Use of Technical analysis in formulation of the portfolio of equity of companies
listed on NSE
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Abstract
Technical analysis is a method of predicting price movements and future market trends by
studying charts of past market action which take into account price of instruments, volume
of trading and, where applicable, open interest in the instruments. The objective of this paper
is to analyze BSE Sensex movements with technical analysis indicators. It deals with the
Technical analysis of current markets based on primary data pertaining to Sensex. It tries to
capture the effectiveness of Technical Analysis while formulating investment strategies by
analyzing secondary as well as primary data available on Sensex. This study comprises of
analytical work based on both primary real time data as well as historical secondary data
using different graphs mainly Candlesticks. So it will be of great help in formulating various
investment strategies for future keeping in perspective both short term and long term goals.
Key words: Technical Analysis, Sensex, Candlesticks
INTRODUCTION

forecast and the future investment earnings. Ball
and Brown (1968) stated that the announcement of
unexpected earnings is likely to leave an impact on
the momentum of earnings.

Investing at the right time and selecting the
right stocks is important. Depends on the investor
criteria we need to arrange the portfolio. Managing
Portfolio will differ according to clients’ criteria, so
here the portfolios are diversified to mitigate any
losses happens due to any market fluctuations. Here
we need to identify both the risks i.e. Systematic (a)
and Unsystematic Risks associated with the stocks
and according to it arrange the portfolio of clients.
Technical analysis is a method of predicting price
movements and future market trends by studying
charts of past market action which take into account
price of instruments, volume of trading and, where
applicable, open interest in the instruments.

Foster et al. (1984) founded that the
standardized unexpected earnings help in the
prediction of future returns. Bird and Whitaker
(2004) use the standard deviation of analysts’
forecast at any particular stage of a period as
an arrangement principle. These arrangement
principles are based on the belief that aggregate
stock returns are linked to the past performances
and therefore to certain limit are predictable.
De Bondt and Thaler (1985) and Jegadeesh
and Titman (2001) researched the presentation of
a mixture of techniques in the stock market to bring
short term price continuation in the equity market to
a conclusion. Rouwenhorst (1998) drew conclusions
from his research of few stocks sample from 12
Countries of Europe stating that the momentum
returns are not restricted to specific market. Miffre
et al. (2007) found thirteen momentum strategies
yielding profits, therefore, generating an average
return of 9.38% annually in the commodity future
markets.

2. Review of literature
A number of evidences are presented by
researchers in past years that cross-sectional
stock returns are predictable depending upon
earlier period returns. Prices are likely to moves
in trends. Price momentum investing involves the
buying and selling of stocks that have had a well or
poor performance in the recent past.
Bird and Whitaker (2004) use a six month price
momentum to separately set stocks portfolio into
value and growth stocks. The earnings momentum
strategy is based on the close relationship between
the reported earnings or the researched earnings

Three factor model of return by Fama and
French (1997) fails to properly describe intermediate
horizon price momentum. According to Moskowitz
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and Grinblatt (1999) a big part of the firm- specific
momentum returns can be justified with the help of
industry factors.
Conrad and Kaul (1998) brought forward an
argument that the momentum strategies yielding
profits can be entirely because of the cross sectional
variance in certain expected returns. The chances of
the momentum premium being a benefit for risk has
been mooted but there are no clear evidences that
have been illustrated to ratify it. It would seem that
the most satisfactory suggested explanation for the
momentum premium is the behavioral hypothesis
– under the reaction and overreaction behaviors of
investors. Barberis et al. (1998) and Hong and stein
(1999), gave proof that the inherent bases are key
role players in the arising of momentum prices in
the way investors interpret information.
3. Statement of the Problem
While investing in shares and securities, it is
worthwhile to consider the proportionate amount
of investment on these .Therefore when a trader
takes decision to invest he has to consider some
factors which play equally an important role. Same
is the case even in the management of the portfolio.
Hence we are analyzing different sector stocks
performance and the risk level.
4. Objectives of the Study
•

•

To understand how these tools are used to
forecast the future trends and provide suitable
suggestions to the investors.
To represent the trend of the stock price
through charts of the technical tools

5. Research Methodology
5.1 Collection of Data
The data which we need for evaluating and
calculating is secondary data which collected from
BSE, Money control, Capitaline and referred text
books.
5.2 Tools Employed: Technical Analysis
A method of evaluating securities by analyzing
statistics generated by market activity. Such as
past prices and volume. Technical analysis does
not attempt to measure a security’s intrinsic value,
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but instead use charts and other tools to identify
patterns that can suggest future activity. The
different technical analysis tools include Relative
Strength Index , Moving Average Method, Trend
Line Observation and
Support and Resistance
analysis among others. We have used candle stick
charts.
5.3 Scope of the Study
The study covers 5 sectors each of which
include 2 companies. The trading of SENSEX is
taken into consideration for the analysis. The most
rigorously constructed stock market index in India,
the SENSEX reflects the price movement of 30
stocks selected on the basis of the market cap and
liquidity.
5.4 Limitations of the study
•

There are 22 different sectors there in SENSEX
index. Our study which we took is most
prominent sectors that influences in stock
market. So it is calculate other sectors which
is also having considerate proportion share in
stock market.

•

Because of time constraints the project has
taken only few companies as considered.

•

As the study depends on human perceptions
so there are chances of study getting biased?

•

Error due to some oversight or misinterpretation.

•

Any other error which could have crept in the
course of the Project.

5.5 The Five different sectors choosing the
companies are:
1. Banking Sector:
SBI


HDFC
2. Information Technology:

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES

INFOSYS
3. FMCG Sector:

HUL

ITC
4. Pharma Sector:

CIPLA

RANBAXY
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5. Auto Sector:

TATA MOTORS

BAJAJ

09/03/2015 prior to pattern formation this
share was in uptrend.
4.

6. Analysis, Discussion and Results
1. State Bank of India

These candle stick patterns were formed for
Infosys Technologies Ltd.

Three inside down Candlestick pattern was
formed by State Bank of India on 18/03/2015
Prior to pattern formation this share was in
downtrend.

Bearish gap down Candlestick pattern was
formed by Infosys Technologies Ltd. on
25/03/2015
5.

Bearish gap down Candlestick pattern was
formed by State Bank of India on 27/02/2015
Prior to pattern formation this share was in
downtrend.

Bearish engulfing Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 24/03/2015
prior to pattern formation this share was in
downward trend.

Bullish piercingCandlestick pattern was
formed by State Bank of India on 17/03/2015
Prior to pattern formation this share was in
downtrend.

Bullish piercing Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 27/02/2015
with rise in volume.

HDFC Bank Ltd.

Bearish harami Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 20/03/2015

These candle stick patterns were formed for
HDFC Bank Ltd.

6.

Bajaj Auto Ltd

Spinning top Candlestick pattern was formed
by HDFC Bank Ltd. on 25/03/2015

Three inside down Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 28/02/15

Prior to pattern formation this share was in
uptrend.

Doji CandlestickCandlestick pattern
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 17/03/15

Spinning top Candlestick pattern was formed
by HDFC Bank Ltd. on 17/03/2015

7.

was

Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd
Bullish Candlestick pattern was formed by
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. on 03/03/2015
prior to pattern formation this share was in
uptrend.

Bearish top Candlestick pattern was formed
by HDFC Bank Ltd. on 04/03/2015.
3.

Tata Motors Ltd.
Three outside down Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Motors Ltd. on 17/03/2015

Bearish engulfing Candlestick pattern was
formed by State Bank of India on 20/03/2015

2.

Infosys Technologies Ltd

Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

3 inside down Candlestick pattern was formed
by Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. on 20/03/2015
prior to pattern formation this share was in
downtrend.

Bullish engulfing Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. on
02/03/2015
Bearish Candlestick pattern was formed by
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. on 03/03/2015
prior to pattern formation this share was in
uptrend.

8.

CIPLA Ltd.
Spinning top Candlestick pattern was formed
by Cipla Ltd. on 27/02/2015

Spinning top Candlestick pattern was
formed by Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. on

Bullish engulfing Candlestick pattern was
formed by Cipla Ltd. on 29/02/2015
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9.

ITC Ltd.
Bearish engulfing Candlestick pattern was
formed by I T C Ltd. on 25/02/2015
Bullish haramiCandlestick pattern was formed
by I T C Ltd. on 16/03/2015

10. Hindustan Unilever Ltd.
Abandoned baby bearish Candlestick pattern
was formed by Hindustan Unilever Ltd. on
25/03/2015 prior to pattern formation this
share was in uptrend.
Evening doji starCandlestick pattern was
formed by Hindustan Unilever Ltd. on
25/03/2015 prior to pattern formation this
share was in uptrend.
7. Findings
It is observed from the analysis of the secondary
data that Technical analysis is of great significance
while investing in equities or commodities. It
provides right signal at right time in most of
the cases. Use of various indicators makes the
analytical task a lot easier and thus helps greatly in
indecisive times. As observed during various major
events like Election, Budget etc. one must be very
cautious and should Technical indicators keeping
in mind short term perspective. Besides this, trend
along with confirmation from volume activities
and Oscillators provide buying and selling signal
especially from long term Perspective.

move. Generally when market becomes range
bound and we are not in position to find out which
way the market will move, we should liquidate our
positions. We should always keep in mind whether
we are investing for long term or short term and
accordingly we should analyze the situation. For
short term, along with trend we must also look for
what the confirmatory indicator say.
9. Recommendations
Along with Technical analysis, one must keep
track records of Fundamental analysis as it makes
overall analysis more precise.


The investors should be trained to use the
technical analysis tools. Since it will help them
in their day to day investments to get more
returns.



Fundamental analysis can also be suggested
to the investors together corporate, growth of
earnings and profitability.



The company should orient the investors to
mainly watch the business, economic, social
and political factors that affect the supply and
demand for securities.



The investors can also use more number of
charts which will depict a true picture on the
movement of the securities.



The investors should analyze market data in
real time; plan your own market timing strategy
to make money, regardless of upwards and
downwards trending markets.



Minute – by – Minute trading volume shows the
reversal points of the market, and therefore
when to buy and sell can be identified.



It is better to go for Long term Investment rather
than the Short term Investment. Because it is
less risky and also provides sufficient return.

8. Conclusion
Technical analysis is helpful in more than
80% cases but still there is need to decide tradeoff
between profit and loss. So investment must be
done prudently. Risk should be minimized while
uncertain period by hedging your investment or
keeping away from market during volatile times
if we are not sure of which way the market will
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